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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Iconic and uncommon, as the name suggests.
The perfect combination of accuracy, interactivity and cutting-edge design.
Elite introduces Fuoripista, The Interactive Stationary Bike created in cooperation with Adriano Design.
Fuoripista features integrated power meter and virtual shifter - it also ensures great compatibility with My E-Training and all the other indoor 
cycling software on the market that electronically manage resistance, so you can experience a really complete training session in synergy with the 
most refined components that the "Made in Italy" has to offer.

A SOPHISTICATED MADE IN ITALY DESIGN
Fuoripista Bike stems from a study on indoor training adapted to home living by Adriano Design, a well established design studio from Torino that 
cooperated with Elite to design this luxury smart bike.
Fuoripista Bike was created to engage a style vision that is still a hallmark for Made In Italy worldwide, integrating exclusive furnishings to our 
catalogue of technological innovations for indoor cycling.
This is clear right away from its elegant structure, a sophisticated combination of high quality sturdy materials: tempered glass, ash wood, 
steel and aluminium.

HIGH QUALITY MATERIALS
This luxury smart bike is supported by four sturdy multilayered and tempered glass legs, perfect for sprints as they ensure maximum resistance 
to efforts and mechanical stresses.
The big 50 cm / 15 kg flywheel is also made of glass - it's one of the biggest flywheels in indoor training and the ideal instrument for an hyper-
realistic pedalling simulation, especially when developing a high power output.
The main lintel is covered by closed-pore painted ash wood, treated to resist sweat drops that develop during intense training sessions.
The aluminium alloy is used to house the resistance unit, adjusted by felt brake pads, and shape the height-adjustable seat post.
The handlebar - covered with leather tape - is height-adjustable via the front knob.

VIRTUAL SHIFTER, GUARANTEED POWER
The two levers used to adjust resistance are also in aluminium alloy - an intuitive way to virtually shift gears and manage the front and rear gears 
of the bicycle, as if you were on the road.
When used in the Simulation or ERG mode you can increase or decrease the target power with the right lever and select up to 16 resistance 
levels with the left one.
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These two levers that adjust resistance are also useful in the standalone mode.
What makes this luxury object a perfect and effective training instrument is also the integrated magnetic technology power meter that picks up 
power output with ± 2,5% accuracy.
The maximum gradient that can be simulated is 25% (60 rpm and gear ratio 30-25).

TOTALLY INTERACTIVE
Just as in the Elite interactive hometrainers, the Fuoripista electronically manages resistance via the double ANT+™, FE-C, PWR, S&C and 
Bluetooth communication protocols - this smart bike wirelessly interacts with any app, software, computer, cycle computer, smartphone and tablet 
on iOS, Android, MacOS and Windows.
That's why Fuoripista Bike can be interfaced with the Elite My E-Training software (includes a free 36-month subscription), with
Zwift and all other indoor cycling platforms such as TrainerRoad, Kinomap, Rouvy and many more.
Fuoripista also includes a rechargeable lithium battery with provided power supply and 10 hrs autonomy, so you can always enjoy wire-free training 
sessions.

ACCESSIBLE TECHNOLOGY
The structure of the Fuoripista Bike includes a monitor oled where you can manage connectivity, modes, power output, brake calibration and 
check out battery and gear shifter status in an intuitive and accessible way.
Moreover, the unit also houses an emergency button in its central section of the console that can be activated in case of necessity to intervene 
directly on the brake and place the training session in standby for 10 seconds.
Also included is a tablet holder.

ELITE
The company, with its catalogue of cycling products, is one of the key players worldwide in the manufacture of bottles, bottlecages, home trainers 
and indoor cycling technologies.
Elite is a company made of cycling enthusiasts - every single new product is carefully crafted by an in-house team of researchers and tested by pro 
cyclists.
The know-how Elite was able to build up so far gave her a key role worldwide in the indoor cycling sector.
Likewise, Elite has been selected as one of the best Italian companies in the "I Champion" survey conducted by ItalyPost for the Corriere della Sera 
Economy, which underlined its growth model based on research, innovation and teamwork.


